you can see the subtle Corrections being made to place the docking target in the center of the crosshairs of this engineering camera view and the overall are correct ok copy a Christian of the show to the latest edition do you see the crosshairs do they align clearfield I am reporting at this time that the crosshairs look good ok copy all we see is just the faint outline that's all ok I see just about 33 meters now separating the two spacecraft lower um pitch wise okay copy that sounds normal everything looks good to cross the haley
cross the lines ok now we're starting to see that as well understood

we could go for some target is a moving toward towards the center my visual estimation is about 20 meters okay copy

of course is losing it they reach the trustee Musil is again I want to confirm is about 2.15 okay would copy alexander

skvortsov confirming the proper approach rate of about one tenth of a meter per second for progress just about 20 meters separating the two spacecraft is the practical in the center the arrange is about 80 meters which is one block and I
want to confirm the rate that is still 30

at 0.15 okay we copy

I think but it could be enough to the 31

range is about 12 or 13 meters way copy

yes yeah I'm pretty much in the center 33

everything looks good here okay copy

of course envisioning a significant or 35

not currently not under the rate is

about point well to point 14 and I can 37

see all the box and all the distances

within the normal parameters okay we 39

copy thank you the machine is sure to

please report the size of the diameter

of the target again please how's the

of the target again please how's the
trip at this time it's about 1.8 blocks

so we are approaching the two block size

yes that is correct I guess proximately

seven to eight meters okay copy progress

now approaching the five meter mark

standing by for contact and capture

according to our estimation everything

aligns perfectly and we are approaching

the center okay 2.5 blocks is the diet

this disguise so that's about five

meters okay copy five meters Scott the

rate is about point 14 point 15

was a good Christmas expecting the

mechanical contact confirm docking

confirmed we copy now please look at the
laptop human Dakota's ease confirm that

suited sedan system is docking confirmed

at 11:17 a.m. central time at the four corner border of Russia Kazakhstan China

and Mongolia at an altitude of 220 statute miles the belated arrival of the

progress 38 cargo ship executed

perfectly flawlessly by the coors automated rendezvous system and the

docking probe now beginning to retract

on the progress that will form a hard mate between the progress and the AFT

mate between the progress and the AFT port of these vesna service module